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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Material und Methoden Die Studie umfasste 43 467 PR von 24 545 Personen (46 % Frauen/ 54 % Männer). Alle PR wurden mit Matlab R2014b, einschließlich der Toolboxen image processing und computer vision system, gefiltert und ausgewertet. Der Identifizierungsprozess verwendet die SURF-Funktion, um Übereinstimmungspunkte zwischen zwei PR (unbekannte Person und Datenbankeintrag) zu finden.


Kernaussagen:
- Zur Personidentifizierung ist die Computer Vision für einen automatisierten Vergleich zwischen Antemortem und Post-mortem Panorama-Röntgenaufnahmen (PR) geeignet.
- Die beschriebene Methode ermöglicht die Identifizierung einer unbekannten Person durch Abgleich mit großen Datensätzen (Big Data) in kurzer Rechenzeit.
- Die Identifizierungsmethode ist auch dann geeignet, wenn Zahnmerkmale entfernt oder hinzugefügt wurden.

ABSTRACT
Purpose In forensic odontology the comparison between antemortem and postmortem panoramic radiographs (PRs) is a reliable method for person identification. The purpose of this study was to improve and automate identification of unknown people by comparison between antemortem and postmortem PR using computer vision.
Materials and Methods The study includes 43 467 PRs from 24 545 patients (46% females/54% males). All PRs were filtered and evaluated with Matlab R2014b including the toolboxes image processing and computer vision system. The matching process used the SURF feature to find the corresponding points between two PRs (unknown person and database entry) out of the whole database. 

Results From 40 randomly selected persons, 34 persons (85%) could be reliably identified by corresponding PR matching points between an already existing scan in the database and the most recent PR. The systematic matching yielded a maximum of 259 points for a successful identification between two different PRs of the same person and a maximum of 12 corresponding matching points for other non-identical persons in the database. Hence 12 matching points are the threshold for reliable assignment.

Conclusion Operating with an automatic PR system and computer vision could be a successful and reliable tool for identification purposes. The applied method distinguishes itself by virtue of its fast and reliable identification of persons by PR. This identification method is suitable even if dental characteristics were removed or added in the past. The system seems to be robust for large amounts of data.

Key Points: ▪ Computer vision allows an automated antemortem and postmortem comparison of panoramic radiographs (PRs) for person identification. ▪ The present method is able to find identical matching partners among huge datasets (big data) in a short computing time. ▪ The identification method is suitable even if dental characteristics were removed or added.


Introduction
In forensic odontology the comparison between antemortem and postmortem panoramic radiographs (PRs) is a reliable method for person identification [1 – 5]. Dentition and dentures are individual and relatively resistant to decay. These structures are quite stable with respect to postmortem changes like decomposition, but not trauma. Furthermore, PRs are registered and documented by dental practices and hospitals, which makes it easy for the examiner to access the necessary reference material. However, it is very difficult and extremely time-consuming to find the right reference material if the person’s identity is unknown.

Computer vision can be helpful to automate and advance tasks that the human visual system can do [6]. It concerns the automatic extraction, analysis and understanding of useful information from a single image or a sequence of images [6]. Computer vision is already used to identify persons, e.g. for face recognition and biometrics [7]. Person identification by PR has high potential for reliable and quick analysis processes. This field of science is closely related to applied forensic medicine, in particular to identification purposes in case of mass disaster [4]. Globalization and migration result in an increasing amount of data that cannot be compared manually in an appropriate way. Automated PR systems are able to facilitate large-scale analyses.

There are various publications about methods for person identification using PRs [8 – 16]. Most of the currently described methods for identifying individuals from PRs use only small databases (less than 100 persons). For example, Nomir et al. [8 – 10], Lin et al. [11] and Zhou et al. [12] present systems for tooth separation, tooth shape description and matching for bite-images extracted by PR. They used iterative and/or adaptive thresholding and integral projection for tooth separation. The databases included 93 to 187 antemortem bite-wing images. Ølberg et al. [13] combined methods for the extraction of tooth and dental work contours from PR and used the Hausdorff-distance measure for ranking persons. The database included 67 persons. Jain et al. [14] used a semi-automatic method to extract shapes of the teeth from PRs, and find the affine transform that best fits the shapes. The database included 130 antemortem images. Hofer et al. [15] used a snake algorithm to improve the contours of dental work. The matching was performed with the Levenshtein distance of a dental code with the position and size of the dental work and the distance to neighboring dental work. The database included 68 PRs. The potential of an automatic person identification tool with the help of PRs has not yet been sufficiently studied.

The purpose of this study is to test an automatic person identification tool by comparing antemortem and postmortem PRs using computer vision. A database with multiple entries of dental characteristics from about 24 500 intra-vitam persons was used to test the developed software system.

Materials and Methods
The study includes 43 467 PR datasets of 24 545 persons, acquired between October 2006 and July 2016. The datasets with the RIS service description “panoramic radiograph” were exported from the local hospital PACS. The participants’ age distribution during acquisition was as follows: 5% < 18 years, 30% 18 to 35 years, 25% 36 to 53 years, 28% 54 to 71 years and 12% > 71 years. All PRs were filtered and evaluated on a computer (Processor Intel Core i3®-4160, Intel, Santa Clara, California, USA) with Matlab R2014b (MathWorks®, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) including the toolboxes image processing and computer vision system.

For dental characteristics extraction, the following image processing steps were performed for all PRs. First, the PRs were
scaled to a size of 2440 × 1280 pixels and then cropped to 1728 × 833 pixels to remove the overexposed edges of the image. Afterwards, a 3 × 3 Sobel filter [17] was used for eight directional masks (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°). Sobel is a neighborhood-based gradient operator and performs a 2D spatial gradient measurement on an image. For an orientation of 0°, the direction of maximum contrast from black to white runs from left to right on the image and can be extended to include all eight compass directions (rotate it in 45° increments counterclockwise). The largest intensities of all eight direction images were used to create an image with emphasizing edges. Finally, the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm [18] was applied to find blob features. A blob is a region of an image in which properties, e.g., brightness or color, are approximately constant. The length of the SURF feature vector was 64. The descriptors from a region around each point of interest were extracted. The pixels represent and match features specified by a single-point location. The results were saved in a dental characteristic database and assigned to a unique person ID.

The matching process is based on the SURF feature to find unique corresponding points between two PRs (unknown person and database entry) that are rotated and scaled with respect to each other. The function performs a forward-backward match to keep the best result. The number of found matching points is an indicator for identification. Afterwards, the random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [19] was used to exclude outliers. This allows the definition of a minimum necessary number of matching points (threshold), for which an identification is unique with a positive predictive value (PPV) of one.

For evaluation, 40 persons were randomly selected from the database. The selection criteria were based on the following requirements: The selected person had at least one other reference PR in the database, and eight persons per age category (age younger than 18 yrs, 18 ≤ 35 yrs, 36 ≤ 53 yrs, 54 ≤ 71 yrs and older than 71 yrs) were selected. For each person, the most recent PR acquisition was used for the matching process with the database. One selected PR was compared with the remaining 43,466 PRs in the database. In addition, 10 individual datasets without another reference PR were randomly selected (two per age category), to examine the possibility of false-positive results. The signal processing time for each person identification was measured.

Results

The 40 randomly selected persons were between 9 and 83 years old. The average number of matching points was $44.38 \pm 51.18$ (median 28.07, maximum 259) for images of the same person. For non-identical individuals, the number was significantly lower at $3.73 \pm 0.17$ matching points (median 3.77, maximum 12). The applied method yields unambiguous identification for 34 out of 40 (85%) individuals (Fig. 1) with a PPV of one and a minimum necessary number of 13 matching points. For the six persons with ambiguous identification, there were 2 (ID 6, 17 years old), 4 (ID 32, 65 years old), 75 (ID 40, 80 years old), 190 (ID 7, 9 years old) or 209 (ID 8, 14 years old) other possible individuals with the

![Fig. 1](image_url) Maximum number of matching points for two PRs of the same person and different individuals for all 40 randomly selected test persons. The threshold for the minimum number of matching points for unique identification is shown in gray.

![Abb. 1](image_url) Maximale Zahl der Übereinstimmungspunkte für zwei PR derselben Person und verschiedener Individuen für alle 40 zufällig ausgewählten Testpersonen. Die Mindestzahl von Übereinstimmungspunkten für eine eindeutige Identifizierung ist in grau dargestellt.
same or more matching points (maximum 10 matching points). In these cases the PPV varied between 0.33 and 0.005. Filtering of potential individuals was not possible for ID 16 (compare with ▶ Fig. 1). In this example, the PR contains only seven teeth without dentures. For all 10 test persons without a reference in the database, the maximum number of matching points was 10 and on average 3.72 ± 0.17. The signal processing lasted 138 ± 30 minutes per test person.

► Fig. 2 shows the results for PR comparisons for each of the 40 randomly selected individuals related to time between acquisitions and the number of matching points. The time between acquisitions was on average 2.31 ± 2.14 years for cases with a successful identification. A successful identification was even possible when the time between acquisitions of two PRs was over 8.5 years (► Fig. 3a, compare with ► Fig. 2 ID 12) or when parts of the dentures (► Fig. 3b, compare with ► Fig. 2 ID 37) or braces (► Fig. 3c, compare with ► Fig. 2 ID 13) were removed.

The application of the developed PR comparison system leads to the following results in case of variable conditions. PR acquisitions with a closed mouth complicate feature extraction (► Fig. 4a, compare with ► Fig. 2 ID 40). Likewise, the results show that persons with just a few or no characteristics (dental fillings, implants) do not differ significantly from each other (► Fig. 4b, compare with ► Fig. 2 ID 8). Therefore, the detection rate for younger test persons is lower compared to older individuals (► Fig. 2, ► Table 1). Furthermore, the matching process can be complicated when large changes of dentition appear. ► Fig. 2 ID 11 (22 years old) shows an example for major PR changes due to a denture after an accident.

Discussion

The experimental setup was designed to identify an unknown person based on their PR using an automatic algorithm system. The proposed tool is able to filter large databases with many entries of possibly matching partners. A threshold for unambiguous identification could be found. In case of more than one positive result (in dependency on the matching points), the small group of potential identical persons can be checked manually to increase identification certainty. Generally, qualified personnel remains essential in forensic odontology for individual assessment of an identity.

The recent literature [8–15] uses different approaches and algorithms for person identification. The cited studies applied them only to small databases. Their algorithms are possibly insufficient for PR detection within large databases. The mismatched results were mainly due to inaccurate contours caused by poor image quality [8–13] or because the shapes of the teeth changed due to artificial prosthesis, tooth growth, and tooth extraction [8–10, 12, 13]. Further reasons were a different viewing angle on bitewing images [12] or a translation offset in the image [13]. In [14, 15] the segmentation result had to be corrected manually, this method is not suitable for large databases. In comparison to the cited references and methods, the combined algorithms in...
our developed software application show a higher flexibility for the matching process, which works reliably even with large databases. Antemortem and postmortem radiographs of other body regions, e.g. the skull, pelvis and lumbar spine have previously been used for person identification [20] and should also be analyzed with the developed software. This is based on the fact that not just dental characteristics but also principal anatomical information can be used for the matching process.

There was no false-positive result in our study. 12 matching points were the threshold for unique assignment. In detail, the key factor to obtain those results is the combination of robust algorithms. The Sobel-Feldman operator [17], as an edge detection algorithm, calculates a rather inaccurate approximation of the image gradient, but the result is still of sufficient quality for person identification by PR. The SURF algorithm from Herbert Bay [18] allows fast and robust recognition of dental characteristics. The descriptor provides unique and robust description of an image feature. Furthermore, the descriptor is invariant against scaling, rotation, illumination change, image noise, and to a certain extent, perspective distortion. The RANSAC algorithm [19] is a valuable iterative method to estimate parameters of a mathematical model from a set of observed data that contains outliers. The matching process can be successful without using the RANSAC algorithm, but false-positive results are conceivable, because there is no suitable threshold level related to the number of required matching points.

The relatively short computing time of 138 minutes for 43 466 PR comparisons per person will allow the application on larger datasets. The PR matching processing software is not optimized, yet. The signal processing time can be reduced if the algorithms are optimized. For example, the approximate age of a searched person can be preselected. In addition, a faster computer processing unit can reduce the signal processing time drastically.

The main limitation of this basically robust software system is that persons with just a few teeth or no characteristics (dental fillings, implants) do not differ significantly from each other, because tooth shapes are not always sufficient for the matching process. The matching process is based on small image details. Very large changes of dental work can complicate identification, too. Furthermore, the unsuccessful identifications can possibly be a result by the lack of image quality [3, 16]. Dental characteristics could be insufficiently extractable in an overexposed radiograph. In particular, the use of automated PR evaluation requires an open mouth to capture all mandibular and maxillary teeth with
good quality. This study contains PRs of a university hospital, which also includes complicated cases. To enhance the database, additional pseudonymous datasets can possibly be included from dental practices and other hospitals.

The acquisition of a postmortem PR requires technical and methodological prerequisites, which are often not given in forensic medicine. Therefore, cooperation between forensic medicine and radiology is recommended. The acquisition process can be simplified with the application of postmortem computed tomography data and a multiplanar reformation (MPR) to create a synthesized PR [16, 21]. However, synthesized MPR images are slightly blurred and show minimal geometric distortion as well as reduced superimposition of oral structures [16, 21]. Furthermore, there are artifacts if metal implants are imaged. These points can disturb the matching process and need to be solved.

In conclusion, this study used a multiple algorithm software tool for person identification based on PRs and yielded robust identification results for individuals, even for cases where dental characteristics changed over time. Quick identification through a large dataset of PRs creates a foundation for further research and development.

### CLINICAL RELEVANCE OF THE STUDY

- For person identification, antemortem and postmortem panoramic radiographs (PR) can be compared sufficiently.
- Computer vision with combined algorithms allows an automated PR comparison for person identification.
- The present method is suitable for big data even if dental characteristics were removed or added.
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